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The Sacred Clay Story… 
 

Why Lanesboro? 
 

Back in the early eighties, Sandy and I started seeking out 

new B&Bs and booking romantic getaway weekends.  In 

fact, we often dreamed and talked of having our own bed 

and breakfast one day.   

I came home from work one night and Sandy said, “I just 

heard about a new B&B in a town called Lanesboro.  Should 

we check it out?”  We’re always up for a new adventure, so 

we booked a stay at the Carrolton Country Inn in rural 

Lanesboro.  We had no idea where Lanesboro was, so we 

looked it up on a map and set out to find this new B&B.  

Now, we always thought that Southern Minnesota was all 

flat with cornfields, so imagine our surprise when we found 

ourselves driving in bluff country – with hardwood forests, 

trout streams and limestone bluffs.   

The first morning, we headed west out of Lanesboro on the 

new Root River Bike Trail.  After seven or eight miles, we 

came upon an old farmhouse with sixteen acres right on the 

bike trail – with a “For Sale” sign.  Sandy said, “Oh, we’ve 

always wanted a place in the country.  Let’s check it out!”  

And I recall saying, “We don’t need another house to 

maintain!”  And she said what we now laugh about, “Well, it 

doesn’t cost anything to dial the number!”  But of course, it 

did because three weeks later we owned it!  



 
 

It was a charming old farmhouse that needed a lot of work, 

but we fixed it up with new wiring, plumbing, insulation, 

windows and even added on a large wrap-around porch.  

When we were finished, it looked a bit like the Walton’s 

farmhouse.   

In those early years, the Commonweal Theatre was 

founded, the bike trail was getting busy, the Art’s Center 

and Chamber of Commerce came to be, and Lanesboro’s 

storefronts were re-opening with new businesses.  Tourists 

– bikers, hikers, other outdoor enthusiasts and shoppers – 

were finding and enjoying this beautiful little corner of 

Minnesota called bluff country.  Lanesboro was beginning 

to thrive again!   

This became our vacation home and getaway spot with 
family and friends for the next decade.  Other people in St. 
Paul were traveling north to their cabins and we were going 
south to our farm!  We liked the fact that there was no 
heavy traffic going or coming, and then we discovered the 
best feature of all – virtually no mosquitoes!  This is a major 
benefit of this part of Minnesota.  The area around 
Lanesboro has very little standing water – no lakes or other 
places for mosquitoes to breed… except after very heavy 
rains.  In fact, Fillmore County is the only county in the state 
without any lakes.  Instead, there are many spring-fed 
running trout streams, with water temperatures too cold 
for mosquito larvae to thrive.    

So, you will notice that there are no screens on our large 
open-air porches.  You can be outside any time of day or 
night enjoying the outdoors with friends, sharing a cup of 



 
 

coffee or glass of wine with no bugs or mosquitoes to 
bother you. 

Our Own B&B… 

About five years after buying the old farmhouse, Sandy said, 

“You know – if we were ever to have our own B&B, 

Lanesboro would be the perfect place for it.  Why don’t we 

look for some land near Lanesboro?”  So, we drew a five-

mile radius around Lanesboro and began to explore all the 

back roads.  We didn’t find anything that seemed right, and 

just as we were beginning to feel pretty discouraged - we 

had one more road to turn onto – we took the gravel road 

just east of where Sacred Clay now sits.  

We came up to the top of the hill and took in the gorgeous 

view.  Down below was a lovely farmhouse, red barn, silo, 

corn field, cows – a view right out of a Norman Rockwell 

painting.  Sandy exclaimed, “Now this is what I had in 

mind!”  We drove on by the property.  The mailbox said 

Overland Farm.  I recall saying, “Well, this might be what 

you have in mind, but it’s not for sale!”   

We drove past the Overland Farm down the hill into the 

valley, made a couple of right turns and after a mile or so 

we found ourselves right by where our driveway is and 

there was a “For Sale” sign.  As it turns out, it was the west 

half of the Overland Farm, and it was for sale!   

We called the realtor and two weeks later we owned it!  

One hundred three acres – about half tillable farmland and 

the other half wooded.   



 
 

Now, it’s one thing to own some land, and quite another to 

build and run a B&B.  But, we were in no hurry.  We owned 

the land and thought that even if we never got around to 

building a B&B, at least the land was a good investment.  

Years passed… 

For some reason, we always knew that if we built a new 

home, we would embrace a timber frame structure.  We 

love the open spaces and warm feeling that comes from 

being surrounded with large wooden beams.  

In the fall of 1999, I was having lunch with a friend when he 

asked, “How are your plans coming for building a house on 

your land near Lanesboro?”  I replied, “Well, we don’t really 

have any plans right now.  All we know is that when we do 

build we want to make it a timber frame house.”  And then I 

added, “Do you know what timber frame is?”  (In my 

experience, most people do not know what “timber frame” 

means – they picture a log cabin structure.)  A proper 

timber frame has no steel bolts or steel plates.  The entire 

structure is held together with hickory pegs inserted 

through hand-carved wooden joints.   

 

To my surprise, my friend replied, “You’re going to be 

surprised by this – because I do know what a timber frame 

is, and I happen to know where you can get a big frame!”  

He explained.  “My cousin is married to a man in the salvage 

lumber business.  They live in Calgary, Canada.  I was just 

with them two weeks ago.  He has a large timber frame that 

he bought at an auction three years ago.”  



 
 

Then he told me the full story. Sometime in 1996 or 1997, 

his cousin’s husband was at a salvage lumber auction.   

A young Canadian entrepreneur had managed to secure 

backing from a group of Japanese businesspeople to design 

a prototype timber frame for a chain of bed and breakfasts 

for the mountains of Japan.  He was given a substantial 

advance to manufacture the frame, but apparently made 

some poor business (and personal) decisions about how he 

spent his backer’s money.  At any rate, he did not have 

enough money to pay for the shipping costs to Japan and 

asked his investors for another advance.  Apparently, they 

were horrified to find that he had spent all the previous 

monies and didn’t still have enough to ship the frame.  The 

contract was cancelled, and the frame ended up being 

auctioned off on the salvage lumber market – all 489 pieces 

for the structure.     

Thinking others would certainly bid higher, my friend’s 

cousin’s husband threw in a ridiculously low bid just to start 

the bidding…. But as it turned out, no one else bid! He 

found himself owning this beautiful frame – complete with 

blueprints.  But they were in Japanese! 

Then my friend added, “He said that he hasn’t been able to 

find a buyer, so he told me he was planning to saw it up into 

planks to get rid of it.  If you’re interested in it, you’d better 

hurry up and contact him…”  

  



 
 

A Trip to Calgary… 

We wasted little time in booking a flight to Calgary.  In 

retrospect, we’re not clear about what we were doing.  

When we got to the place where the frame pieces were 

being stored, on the outskirts of Calgary, we encountered 

piles of weather-stained Douglas fir beams.  Some were 

covered with tarps, but most were not.   

Luckily, we found a timber frame expert and builder in 

Calgary.  He took an inventory of the pieces (which were all 

carefully marked) and met with us.  He said, “Well, there’s 

only about 8 or 10 pieces missing.  I can make those.  The 

beams look gray and weathered but they’ll clean up.  If you 

can buy it for a reasonable price, I’ll be happy to bring it 

into my shop and over the winter, I’ll varnish the beams and 

get it ready to assemble.”  

A complete act of faith… or insanity – depends on who you 

ask  - we were indeed able to finalize a sale at a 

reasonable price!   We ended up contracting with the 

timber frame builder to supply a bit more Douglas fir for the 

porches and turrets (additions to the original blueprints), 

the foam-filled panels that cover the entire exterior, and all 

the windows (Loewen windows) and doors. Additionally, we 

contracted with him to come to Lanesboro and supervise 

the construction.  We hired a local Amish crew to work with 

him.   

In late July 2001, five eighteen-wheelers arrived with the 

frame.  By the end of September, the structure was 

complete – all doors and windows installed and the roof in 

place.   



 
 

The structure stood with house wrap on it over the winter 

and construction resumed in the summer of 2002 when the 

steel siding was installed, and the two porches were built.  

Decisions, decisions, decisions… 

This frame more -or- less came to us!  We hoped to 

“someday” build a large timber frame house that could be 

converted into a bed and breakfast if we wanted, but we 

had no specific timetable for this.   

But now… we had made a major investment and had a four 

level 10,000 square foot structure in place just outside of 

Lanesboro.  

Sandy had just completed graduate school and started a 

new job, so she wasn’t at all sure she wanted to move to 

Lanesboro.   However, with the encouragement from a 

friend and colleague of Sandy’s, we decided to “take the 

plunge.”  In the early spring of 2003, we sold our house in 

St. Paul, hired a friend and brilliant carpenter to finish the 

lower level - making it very comfortably habitable - and 

then moved to Sacred Clay on Labor Day weekend of 2003.  

We lived in the lower level of the house.   

After ten months of Sandy commuting to Wyoming, MN for 

work, we decided that she would quit her job and instead 

work as the general contractor, construction manager, and 

decorator for the upper three levels of the house!   

No construction project is ever simple or easy, but after a 

steep learning curve, Sandy managed to coordinate the 

work of over one hundred contractors, craftspeople and 

suppliers.  After eighteen months of building challenges and 



 
 

triumphs, the Inn at Sacred Clay Farm opened for guests in 

October of 2005.  

Interesting Features of Sacred Clay… 

Why Sacred Clay?  

A few months before construction began, our daughter, 

Anna, and I were walking around the building site when she 

asked me, “Dad, what are you going to name the farm?”  I 

recall saying something like, “Well, we’d like to name it 

after the natural features – eagles, bluffs, cedars – but 

there’s two things wrong with that idea.  First of all, these 

names have already been taken in the local area.  And 

secondly, to call this “Eagle View Estate” or something like 

that sounds kind of cheesy – like the name for a 

development in the suburbs of Minneapolis.  So, I think 

we’re just going to call it “The Hillside Farm.” Anna’s 

immediate reaction was, “Oh dad!  That’s so boring!”  Then 

she asked, “What other natural features are there?”  With 

tongue in cheek, I said, “Well, we’re sitting on a mound of 

clay.  We could name it the Clay Farm!  That’s pretty 

exciting…”  Not to be undone, she said with a thoughtful 

look, “You’ve always said that you want this to be a place of 

respite and renewal for people.  And somewhere in the 

Bible it says, ‘I am the Potter; you are the Clay.’  So, if we 

are clay and we’ve been made by the Creator, that makes 

us sacred, right? So why not call it the Sacred Clay Farm?” 

Well, of course!  Sacred Clay Farm was exactly the right 

name!  



 
 

Amish Craftsmen 

We found a wonderfully skilled and talented cabinet maker 

– an Amish farmer about fifteen miles from Sacred Clay 

Farm - Emery Yoder. 

Over two years, he built all the kitchen cabinets, other 

cabinets and built-ins throughout the house, the fireplace 

mantle, the vanities for the bathrooms and the beautiful 

butcher-block style desk in my office.  Most of the cabinets 

he built are made from Cherry wood from trees grown in 

this area.  All the rest of the hardwood (maple and ash) 

used in the bathroom vanities is also from local trees.    

 

All kitchen cabinets are made from Cherry by one of our Amish neighbors. 

 



 
 

Oops… we need more wood…  

There are fifty-five interior doors (inclusive of cabinet 

doors), and all were crafted from 19th century Douglas fir by 

our Amish cabinet maker.     

Along with the frame and additions, there was enough 

Douglas fir so that all the baseboards and trim around doors 

and windows would match the main timber frame beams.    

We forgot one “detail” however.  When it came time to 

manufacture the interior doors, the only Douglas fir left on 

hand was four beams left over from the construction of the 

porches.  We took them to an Amish sawmill nearby to have 

them sawed into planks that could be used by our Amish 

cabinet maker to make at least a few doors.   

When we picked up the planks, the sawmill owner said, 

“Are you by chance looking for any additional Douglas fir?”  

He took us over to his shed where he had a semi-truck load 

of beams stored.  Each beam was 14 inches square by 22 

feet long!  This gorgeous original-growth timber had been 

harvested in the late 1800s after the famed 1871 Chicago 

fire, and used to build the Sears Warehouse in Chicago!  The 

warehouse building was torn down in the mid 1990’s and 

the beams were intercepted by a would-be buyer on their 

way to a landfill.  The local Amish sawmill owner was the 5th 

– and last – person to purchase them as lumber, thinking 

that some time he would surely encounter a customer who 

wanted to build a barn.   

It was our great good fortune to need sawmill services and 

find this particular sawmill owner, as there are several 



 
 

Amish sawmills in the area.  We bought the entire load!  It 

was enough lumber to build the rest of the 55 interior 

doors, create the flooring for the Loft and the Garden View 

Room on the lower level, and the kitchen on the lower level 

as well.  Our son, who was in architecture school at the 

time, stenciled the lower-level kitchen floor and fashioned 

and installed trim for all the banisters in the house.    

Stained Glass 

There are fifteen stained glass pieces in the house.  Four of 

the pieces are antiques imported from England, originally in 

old pubs and other structures.  The remaining eleven pieces 

were designed by Stephanie Podulke (with major input from 

Sandy) and constructed by her late husband Mike, at 

Rochester Stained Glass.   All four levels of the house have 

at least one stained glass piece. 

 



 
 

 

Target Blocks 

The largest stained-glass piece is in the hallway, high above 

the bathroom outside The Loft and is called “The Rose.”  It 

is a classic design used in many European Cathedrals.   

Sandy asked a local artist to create a stencil based on the 

primary features of this classic stained-glass piece.  The 



 
 

stencil was used to imprint “the rose” design in gold, on all 

the target blocks of each door and window in the house.   

The design was also carried over to the gates in the formal 

garden’s wrought iron fence.   

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Cedar Lined Linen Cabinets 

Aromatic cedar grows wild in this part of Minnesota and is 

often considered a “pest” tree.  To us, they were a joy to 

find!  Loving the memory-laden smells from old cedar 

chests, it seemed a natural decision to line all the linen 

closets in the house with aromatic cedar.   

Tree of Life Theme 

All the rooms and common spaces reflect Sandy’s artistic 

and interior design flair.  A “tree of life” theme – a universal 

spiritual symbol – runs throughout the home in its design 

and accessories, from the commissioned wood carving 

above the second-floor fireplace, to the tile design behind 

the stove, and the rugs and wall hangings.   

It was also important to us to incorporate “fair-trade” 

materials and accessories – items crafted by fairly-paid 



 
 

adults under safe and sustainable working conditions - as 

much as possible when building and decorating.  Many 

items in the house were brought from other countries (the 

ceramic sink in the hallway water closet was carried under 

Sandy’s arm on buses and airplanes from Antigua, 

Guatemala!) or purchased from fair-trade shops or fairs.  

Working with local artists and craftspeople is a fair-trade 

practice as well since their work is priced as they wish and 

purchased directly.   

 

This masterpiece was hand carved by a local artist. 



 
 

Meditation/Prayer Room 

In keeping with our strong desire to provide a place of 

renewal and respite for our guests, we created a small 

private room for mediation and prayer.  The wall in that 

room has a beautiful Native American prayer stenciled on 

one wall, first shared with us by a dear friend and pastor. 

The prayer says: 

May all I say and all I think 

Be in harmony with thee,  

God within me, God beyond me,  

Maker of the Trees 

 

Turret 

The original Japanese frame design did not include the two-

story turret.  In addition to serving as a large dining area 

next to the kitchen, the second-floor turret serves as a 

unique space for table games or small meetings.  The five 

facets of the turret provide stunning views of the limestone 

bluff, farmland and woods.  Wildlife can often be observed 

from these windows.   

Extra Touches 

Narnia Room 

This room is named after the Narnia Chronicles by C.S. 

Lewis.  The room has a “secret passageway” that extends 

from the back of the closet around two sides, and an 

“Aslan” doorknocker on the door.  The Narnia Room is a 

favorite of families with small (and big!) children.  Four 



 
 

children can occupy the Narnia Room.  Well…  five, if 

someone sleeps on the foam mattress on the large window 

platform!  

Whimsical room  

We purchased the colorful, hand painted sink and 

decorative tile that’s in the Whimsical room bathroom from 

a ceramics artist, who did sinks and tile exclusively, from his 

home along a gravel road.  We found him while driving in 

the countryside in North Carolina, only because of a hand-

made sign erected at a tiny crossroads.  We kept it – and 

unbroken! – for nearly 15 years before building the Inn at 

Sacred Clay Farm and incorporating it into our “dream” 

house!    

Bedroom Furniture 

Most of the guestrooms have bedroom sets made by our 

favorite local Amish carpenters.  The sleigh bed in the 

Cranberry room is especially charming, made from a black 

walnut tree that grew to maturity in Fillmore County.  

Likewise, the chest of drawers and the nightstand in the 

Cranberry Room are made from the same walnut tree.  

Fireplaces  

Both fireplaces (wood-burning on the lower level, gas on 

the second floor) are constructed from stones that we 

hand-picked from a field just over the border in Iowa.  They 

were exactly what we needed, and the farmer was 

delighted to have them removed!   



 
 

 

I personally picked these stones from a farmer's field about twenty miles west of 
Lanesboro. The fireplace mantle, like all the bookcases, cabinets and bathroom 
vanities were all hand-crafted by an Amish cabinet maker. 

 

In-Floor Heating with Floating Hardwood Floors 

The first three levels of the house are heated by an in-floor 

heating system, with a total of eight zones (each with a 

separate thermostat.)  The lower level is covered with a 

deep carpet, except for the storage rooms and mechanical 

room.  Floors two and three are floating floors made of 

Swedish Ash hardwood.  The fourth floor doesn’t need to 

be directly heated, as the principle of heat rising does an 

adequate job.  There is, however, electric in-floor heating in 

the fourth-floor bathroom.   

  



 
 

Air Conditioning and Air Exchange  

There are three separate air conditioning systems in the 

house.  Additionally, the two rooms on the top level (The 

Loft and The Narnia) have individual in-room air 

conditioners.   

There is an air exchange system with a humidifier that 

automatically runs when needed year-round.  It also runs 

when any of the bathroom fans, placed in each of the 

bathrooms, is turned on.   

Water Heaters/Furnaces 

The primary source of heat is provided by two large 

propane burners.  The first level also has a back-up electric 

heating system that can be turned on if desired.  

There are two water heaters.  The smaller electric water 

heater serves the first level bathroom and kitchen.  The 

larger water heater is served by the two propane furnace 

burners and is of the type installed in motels.  All the 

showers in the entire house (eight) can be used at the same 

time with no shortage of hot water.  

Gardens and Landscape  

Four hundred and eighty tons of local limestone boulders 

were brought to the site to build the numerous retaining 

walls in the formal garden and the parking areas. 

A landscape architect designed a formal “English” garden 

complete with a vine covered arbor.  The Garden is 



 
 

enclosed with a wrought iron fence designed and built 

especially for the Garden.   

Numerous small weddings have been held in this garden!  

 

Our attempt to replicate an "English" garden. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Celebrating a late summer's day. 

 

Patiently waiting for spring and summer. 

 

 



 
 

Trails 

Nearly two miles of groomed hiking trails weave through 

the woods and along the trout stream.  The trail includes a 

bridge built over a ravine and a Listening Point bench with a 

peaceful view.  Steep inclines include rope railings and 

steps.   

Also, a natural opening in the woods includes a large picnic 

table and benches large enough to seat sixteen people.  We 

call this serene space, “God’s Conference Room in the 

woods.”    

 

A secondary trail crosses the Duschee Creek and climbs up 

on the Hogsback – the name given to the large bluff viewed 

from the porch.  It is about a half mile circle.  At the halfway 

point is a bench with a great view of Sacred Clay Inn.  

  



 
 

Pictures 

 

Viewed from the air before building the Inn 

 

 

This butterfly is sitting on the same spot where guests now sit for breakfast! 

 



 
 

 

 

 

The driveway is complete but that's it! 

 

A bit of a challenge to get around that corner but five 18 wheelers made it! 



 
 

 

Construction begins! 

 

Kinda like a big Lincoln Logs kit! 



 
 

 

Before the porches are complete but it's starting to look like Sacred Clay! 

 

They raised one section at a time. 



 
 

 

This is the roof above my bedroom! 

 

Thank goodness for our Amish neighbors who are such skilled craftsmen. 

 



 
 

 

All 55 interiors doors were made in this Amish cabinet shop with no electrical 
tools. 

 



 
 

 

If you stayed in the Whimsical Room, you'll recognize this doorway! 

 



 
 

 

Mensink Landscaping did a wonderful job -- but it did take them two full seasons 
to complete the job! 

 

And this is the finished product! Welcome to the Sacred Clay Country Inn. 



 
 

 

 

A spectacular day in October!  

 

Duschee Creek in the winter.  Never freezes over! 



 
 

 

We held an Open House in early December, 2005. 

 

We planned for 150 guests -- but well over 500 came to see Sacred Clay. 

 



 
 

 

Our first breakfast for guests was served in October, 2005. 

  



 
 

Our Mission… 

We hope you thoroughly enjoyed your stay at the Sacred 

Clay Country Inn.    

Our mission is to relieve stress from people’s lives by 

providing: 

 A place for personal renewal (physical, 

emotional, spiritual) 

 A setting where individuals, couples and families 

can celebrate special events 

 A place where memories reside – for individuals, 

couples and families 

 A setting where individuals can enjoy “Solitary 

Refinement” and engage in meaningful self-

reflection  

We want to help people become more fully human – to 

experience both their head and heart, and all while being 

pampered and nourished in a climate of love and 

unconditional regard.  

 

  



 
 

My Story 
We all have a story – our narrative about where we were born, 

our experiences growing up and how we became the person we 

are today.  This is my story. 

I am now eighty-one years old.  Roughly forty years ago, I was a 

big shot!  I drove a red Cadillac and it had a phone.  This was a big 

deal in the middle 1980’s.  Only important people could afford a 

Cadillac with a phone.  I was also the CEO of a small publicly held 

company.  I met with Wall Street traders, pitching them on why 

they should invest in my company.  I was at the peak of my 

career – or so I thought, until the day my board fired me!   

For most people, getting fired is a wake-up call.  But for me it was 

a relief.  About six weeks before I was fired, I attended a spiritual 

retreat weekend for men.  I entered that retreat as a cocky, self-

absorbed CEO and emerged with a painful awareness of what a 

jerk I had become.  That weekend was when I had my real wake-

up call.  And a spiritual experience that has grounded me ever 

since then.  

I was not raised to be a self-absorbed jerk.  My parents had their 

limitations and flaws, but they were basically highly principled 

people. I was expected to become a highly principled adult as 

well but somewhere along the way I had “lost the thread.”  I was 

the type of guy my father used to label as just a guy “with a big 

hat but no cattle!”  

This description meant something to me as I had grown up in 

ranch country – in Western South Dakota.  If you’ve ever been to 

the Wall Drugstore, you’d be close to where I was born and 

raised.  Well, you’d have to take a graveled road from Wall and 

drive for about 25 miles, mostly north and a little east to arrive at 

my family’s ranch.  We didn’t call it a ranch when I was growing 

up – it was just a farm.  My early years were very similar to an 



 
 
Amish experience.  I was the youngest of five and we lived in a 

three-bedroom log structure my great grandparents had built in 

1891 when they settled the land. We had no plumbing or 

electricity.   

And yes, I went to a one-room country school.  It wasn’t really 

uphill both ways in the winter, but it was still a darned cold walk 

for the half mile across our neighbor’s field to get to the school.  

It was Alfalfa Valley No. 19 and I graduated from the eighth grade 

at the top of my class!  Actually, I also graduated at the bottom of 

my class as I was the only kid in my grade for all eight years!   

My parents valued education and did their best to help their 

children achieve college degrees.  Three of my four siblings all 

graduated from college.  Of course, before college I had to first 

graduate from high school.  The local high school in the nearby 

town (not Wall but Philip) was not particularly good.  Graduates 

from Philip High School had to take a summer school session 

before they were admitted to any of the colleges in South 

Dakota.  So, my parents sent all of us to attend high school in 

Rapid City.  My dad’s brother lived in Rapid so there was some 

adult supervision, but not much.  I lived with my sister in a rented 

duplex apartment.  She was a senior. Going from the 8th grade in 

Alfalfa Valley School to a big city high school was a bit of a culture 

shock for me. I was the country hick and the city kids let me know 

it.  Of course, I gravitated to the other misfits and when I came 

home for Easter vacation in the ninth grade, my Levi’s were hung 

low, shirt collar turned up and I had a switchblade in my pocket!  

I suspect that my parents, in addition to being horrified, 

immediately made plans to send me to a Lutheran Boarding 

School beginning with the 10th grade.  And that’s what happened.  

I landed at Augustana Academy in Canton, South Dakota in the 

fall of 1955.   



 
 
In many ways, I liked the Academy.  They emphasized music and 

it was there that I first heard of this fellow named Beethoven.  I 

was enraptured with Beethoven’s Fifth and have been an avid fan 

of classical music ever since.  

What I wasn’t so enraptured with was this strict, rule-bound 

brand of fundamental Lutheranism.   It was there at the academy 

that I first learned that I was stained with original sin and was 

bound to go to hell unless I was “saved.”  My parents were 

Methodists and I had never heard from that church that I was 

such a horrible person.  But, that’s the rock upon which this 

brand of Lutheranism rested, so I bought it in order to fit in.   

Three years later, I was a graduate of this Lutheran School.  Not 

feeling that I was ready to go to college yet, I headed to Seattle 

and got a job in the Boeing Aircraft factory, driving a three-

wheeled motor scooter around the plant delivering blueprints 

from one station to the next.  Having graduated from the 

Academy, I knew that my primary purpose in life was to save 

other lost souls and the way to do this was to “witness for Jesus.”   

I had some trouble with this concept. First of all, I wondered how 

I would know if someone was a lost soul or not.  Maybe this 

stranger I was meeting for the first time was already saved!  I 

remember asking the campus pastor for some advice on this 

subject and he appeared to be perplexed by my question and 

ended up suggesting that I just assume that no one has been 

saved and in that sense, “just go for the numbers!”   

So, now I was a blue-collar worker in a factory, and I assumed 

that most of my coworkers were not saved.  It was my duty to 

witness to them so that they could find Jesus and become saved.  

Now, I’m not without some social skills so I knew that I could 

initiate a conversation with each of my co-workers, but I dreaded 



 
 
asking them that big question, “Are you saved?  Do you know 

Jesus?”   

But, my chance came one day during lunch.  About a dozen of us 

were sitting in a circle eating our lunch when one of them, a guy 

named Dale, began to tell a dirty story.  It was a classic story 

about a farmer’s daughter and a traveling salesman.  I knew that 

this was my chance to witness. Just as he was about to reveal the 

punch line, I interrupted him and said, “Dale, do you know that 

Jesus is listening?”  Talk about a fast way to clear the room.  

Lunch boxes began to snap shut and is less than five minutes I 

was by myself.  I won’t tell you what Dale said to me, but it was 

not something I could repeat to my parents!  

I tell about this experience because it had a powerful impact on 

my life.  A few weeks after this, I concluded that what I had been 

taught about how to navigate life in the real world by these 

Lutheran hardliners, didn’t work so well.  In fact, it didn’t work at 

all.  It was then that I made a bad decision that sent me down the 

path to become the guy with a “big hat and no cattle” twenty-

five years later.  

I decided to just do exactly the opposite of what I had been 

taught by these rural hicks.  I began to swear, smoke cigarettes, 

drink alcohol and in general I adopted a very self-focused path 

forward.  I became a selfish jerk.   

I didn’t let that stop me from moving forward, however.  My 

older sister had graduated from Macalester College, so I left 

Boeing and went to college.  I ran out of money after three years 

and transferred to the University of Minnesota.  Tuition in 1962 

was $95 per quarter.  Of course, I also had to spend an additional 

$15 dollars or so on books.   



 
 
I persisted at the University of Minnesota and after several years 

of hard work, I was awarded a PhD in Psychology in February 

1971.   

Over the twenty years from 1960 to 1980, I was married and 

divorced twice.  My first marriage was to the girl who became 

pregnant with my oldest daughter.  That lasted two years.  Then I 

remarried when I was twenty- five and had two more daughters.  

That too ended in divorce.  I also declared bankruptcy after each 

marriage.  But that didn’t keep me from moving upward with my 

career.  I’ve always been fairly visionary, and I found building 

businesses both easy and fun.  Because of this I ended up as the 

CEO of the publicly held company that owned and managed a 

chain of behavioral health clinics.  And, as I mentioned earlier, 

the board fired me.  

But again, I will mention that this was a relief for me.  I had just 

emerged from this very sobering and painful spiritual retreat 

weekend where I was confronted with the person I had become 

since I asked Dale if he knew that Jesus was listening.  It wasn’t a 

pretty picture.  

Just to be clear, I never did anything illegal during those years 

leading up to the retreat, nor was I ever unfaithful to either of my 

wives.  Some of what my parents had taught me did stick with 

me.  I was a good provider, a good father and a faithful husband. 

At the time of this spiritual retreat, I was already married for a 

third time and had fathered my fourth daughter and my only son.  

Their mother was Sandy, who was my wife when Sacred Clay 

came to us.   

Sandy is a very talented woman.  You can see by the exquisite 

and tasteful interior design of Sacred Clay that she is a gifted 

artist, although with no formal training.  She has a Master’s 



 
 
Degree in Nursing and now works in the birthing center in a 

hospital in St. Paul.  We were a good match as long as we had 

some projects and challenges to solve.  We parented well 

together.  We leaned into the project of sending her to graduate 

school to get her master’s degree.  And then Sacred Clay came to 

us.  This was a rather ambitious project, but we took it on and 

managed it well.  Then she opened Sacred Clay as a Bed and 

Breakfast and I was her kitchen slave.  Again, we did this well.  

Then the projects ended.  Our youngest daughter was grown up 

and on her own.  And after eight years and nearly ten thousand 

guests, Sandy decided she no longer wanted to run her own B&B 

and we closed the Inn at Sacred Clay Farm at the end of 

December 2013.   

For the next four years we attempted to sell Sacred Clay as a 

single-family residence.  I imagine somewhere there is a buyer for 

a ten-bedroom house on 103 acres in Southern Minnesota but 

we could not find that buyer.   

Meanwhile, we began to realize that with no projects to run, we 

were not a very good match.  What she wanted to do didn’t 

appeal to me and my intense focus on my psychological/coaching 

career didn’t interest her.  So, with little or no animosity, we 

ended our marriage.  In retrospect, I believe we ended it shortly 

after closing the Bed and Breakfast in 2013 but we legally ended 

our marriage in 2018.  Both of us are much happier now! 

But I digress.  After my painful awakening at the men’s retreat in 

1985, I was faced with myself and needed to figure out who I 

really was as a person.  After several months of struggles I came 

to some conclusions.  First of all, I knew that I needed to embrace 

the character habits my parents modeled for me. I needed to 

always be truthful.  I needed to adopt a certain amount of 

humility and own up to my own shortcomings.  I needed to be 

always careful to keep my promises and to stand up for what is 



 
 
right.  And then, of course, I needed to mind my relationships 

with others and stop using people.  I needed to treat others as 

human beings and not as objects who I could use to further my 

career.  But that was not so difficult.  Afterall, this is what my 

parents had modeled for me.  All I actually did was return to my 

early childhood roots. 

What was more difficult for me was to figure out why I was on 

this earth?  What was my purpose?  What would give me 

meaning and how could I contribute the most good to society?  

After several months of struggling with these questions, I arrived 

at my personal purpose statement that has served me well ever 

since.  It is my north star.   

My purpose in life is to help leaders of large organizations 

connect their heads to their hearts. 

The avenue I chose to illustrate this purpose was the consulting 

firm I co-founded with two other people in the late 1980’s – KRW 

International.  This entity has been in business for over thirty 

years and is currently enjoying a second resurgence.  It rests on 

foundation of evidence-based research about the role that 

Character plays in the business world.  We’ve successfully 

gathered research data that provides a compelling case 

demonstrating that “who” you are as a leader is more important 

than “what” you know.  In my opinion, business schools are 

misguided.  They emphasize training business MBAs in all of the 

business skills but never even glance at the other side of the 

equation – who are you as a person?  How do you treat other 

people?  What does your heart tell you? Would your decision-

making improve if your head and heart were connected? 

This part of my life is going very well, and I am thrilled that it is 

surging forward and is perhaps even making strides in helping our 



 
 
society reach a tipping point – the point at which schools like 

Harvard and others will begin to require all MBA students to take 

a two-year course dedicated to matters of the heart.   

In my worldview, people who care for others and relieve 

suffering (or fail to cause suffering at a minimum) are truly moral 

people.  Actually, geneticists and neuroscientists along with 

cultural anthropologists have concluded that human babies are 

wired to care for others and to be kind and generous.  In fact, the 

human species is a super-cooperative species, so much so that 

complete strangers willingly sacrifice their lives for others.  

Weekly a news article will report about how a total stranger 

jumped into a river to save someone who is drowning or will 

dangerously charge into a burning building or automobile to save 

a child.  An interesting factoid is that there are only nineteen 

other species on the face of the earth who will do this – sacrifice 

their life for the good of the collective.  Sixteen of these species 

are insects!  Wasps, termites, and ants.  Three of these species 

are mammals.  Humans are one of them.  And no, the others are 

not elephants or chimpanzees or dolphins.  These are all social 

animals, but they don’t have this unique wired-in response to 

sacrifice their life for one of their own.  The other two species 

who do this are naked mole rats who live underground in Eastern 

Africa!  I warned you – I told you that this was an obscure factoid. 

So that brings me to the Sacred Clay Country Inn.  I am being who 

I truly am as a human when I’m cooking breakfast for guests.  It 

brings me joy to provide good food, renewal and respite for my 

guests.  I also enjoy visiting and hearing all of the wonderful 

stories people tell me about their lives.   

You are remarkable.  Thank you for coming to this place. Adding 

the spirit of your life to Sacred Clay enriches everyone.   

Fred Kiel 



 
 
June, 2021.  

  

Big Shot CEO  

 

 Big hat but no cattle… 



 
 

 

Twenty-five miles mostly north and a little east is a little 

community called Grindstone.  It had been a stagecoach station 

in the late 1890’s which was managed by my great grandfather.   

 

 

This is what it looked like where I grew up – lots of grassland, no 

trees and cattle everywhere.   



 
 

This is where I lived until I was nine years old when my parents 

finally were able to build a new house.  

 

 

This was the new house!  It had running water and electric lights!  



 
 

 

This is Alfalfa Valley No. 19 – I’m the kid at the top left of the 

picture.  This was the year we had the largest student body of my 

grade school years – eleven kids! 

 

 

Proof that I was ready for high school!   



 
 

 

From Alfalfa Valley No. 19 to University of Minnesota  

  



 
 

FELICITY  

Felicity ferociously guards Sacred Clay from intruders!  She also 

warmly greets guests once you’ve passed her test.   
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